LEADERS AND DUELLING
Leader traits: roll 1d20
1. Quick: +2 to initiative rolls.
2. Cunning: +2/–2 to initiative rolls, may choose either every turn.*
3. Lucky: may reroll three rolls per game, once each, for actions involving self.
4. Icon: may recruit from broken contingent on 5+ on 1d6 per figure withdrawing within 4".
5. Popular: may exert command radius on allied contingent members. Re-roll trait if overall commander.
6. Scoundrel: if enemy refuses challenge, fails Morale test on 1 only. Refusing challenge, fail on 1 or 2 only.
7. Honourable: enemy suffers two Morale tests on refusing challenge. Must offer mercy to wounded duellist.
8. Stalwart: may convert Retreat result on self to Push-back.
9. Inspirational: may convert underlings' (within 4") Retreat results to Push-backs on 5+ on 1d6.
10. Rash: must attack in front rank of melee within 4" or roll for Morale loss. Must follow up Push-backs.
11. Timid: rolls twice for Morale loss on refusing challenge, plus cannot close voluntarily with enemy.
12. Horseman: +2" on horseback and +1 fighting from horse. If killed on horseback, only horse dead 5+ on 1d6.
13. Tough: counted as QR4 for wound table rolls.
14. Swordsman: QR4 for melee rolls.
15. Terrible: when causing Push-back to personal enemy, enemy Retreats instead.
16. Half-hearted: if wounded, routs off table.
17. Unknowable: QR 1d4 in melee, QR3 in other ways.
18. Mighty: QR4. If killed, roll twice for Morale loss.
19. Roll twice and gain both traits, ignoring 19 and 20.
20. Roll thrice and gain three traits, ignoring 19 and 20.
* If using Type III initiative system, change to: Taunt: foes roll thrice for Morale loss when refusing a challenge.

Duelling
To issue a challenge, a knight must be within two
move distances of the challengee; must challenge a
man who is not in combat nor next to men who are in
combat; and must be in plain sight of him.
Challenging men: A contingent's leader, if he is a
knight, may offer a challenge to an individual in a
group on the opposing side. If that foe has men of
greater quality in his group, the challenger's side
suffers a Morale roll - it is only honourable to
challenge the strongest of the enemy. If the
challenged man is of the highest quality in the group,
but not QR3, then the challenged man may accept if
he wishes, or refuse with no risk of dishonour.
However, if he accepts, and in the fight the
challenger is forced to retreat or pulls out of the fight
after a wound, then his side faces two extra Morale
tests. If the knight wins, his side makes a test to gain
a Morale point.
Challenging knights: If the challenged man is QR3,
and refuses the challenge, his contingent suffers a
Morale roll. Subsequent challenges from the same
challenger only have this effect on 5+ on 1d6. Any
QR3 or higher figure may accept a challenge on
behalf of the challenged, at the cost of a Morale test
to the challenged side, and if the challenger then
backs down, his contingent faces two Morale rolls.
The duel: When a duel starts, 1d8 is used to resolve
the melee, not 1d10. The duellists must start to duel
at least 3" away from their own men. A roll of 1
does not cause a player’s duellist to die
automatically.

Knightly outcomes: In a fight between knights, the
following are possibilities: causing the opponent to
Retreat scores 1 VP, gains a point to the winning
contingent's Morale and loses one for the losing side.
Killing the opponent is worth 3 VPs, +1 Morale,
and the usual penalty to the opposition's Morale. If
one knight is wounded, he may ask for mercy,
declaring his foe the victor. If the other agrees, and
lets his opponent retire to his lines, he gains 2 VPs
and becomes Honourable if not already, or normal if
he was previously a Scoundrel, and his foe rolls
twice for Morale loss. If he refuses, one more round
of the duel is fought, and he gains only the normal
game gains for a victory, but loses the duelling losses
for a loss. After this, play returns to normal.
Cheating: Either side can cheat by intervening and
sending reinforcements or attacking the winner of the
duel while he is still alone. When this happens, the
cheating side loses a VP. A knight whose own
contingent cheats first becomes a Scoundrel. As
soon as more men than two are involved, the fight
uses 1d10 again as usual. A side that loses its
duellist to a cheat loses no Morale points. If the
cheated duellist escapes back to his own lines, his
side gains a Morale point, and the opposition loses
one, in addition to normal rules (so if he is wounded,
he suffers a Morale roll as usual). If in a later game
a cheated wounded or killed knight is replaced, there
is a 50% chance that his replacement will, in
righteous vengeful spirit, count as Honourable when
facing the men who cheated his kinsman, and a 50%
chance that he will count as Rash in the same
circumstances.

